OFFICIAL: Divergent Spectrum is AVAILABLE NOW! We have a new free track for you as well, one of my favorites off the whole album: "Bassnectar & Seth Drake - Above & Beyond" ...waiting for you @ bassnectar.net MEGA THANKS FOR THE SUPPORT!

BASSNECTAR ... DIVERGENT SPECTRUM ...

The brand new Bassnectar album DIVERGENT SPECTRUM is out now including deluxe bundles, limited gear, and exclusive presale downloads...

BASSNECTAR.NET

473 people like this.

Jüšṭiŋ Mōrēl Damn the world may be rubble tomorrow from all the sub bass waves colliding.
P.s. Could you drop where is my instrumental on October 29th in Austin, TX. It would fulfill my life.
August 2, 2011 at 2:54am · Like

Cameron Rambo Keyser Boomerang is fucking epic, no other way to describe it
August 2, 2011 at 2:55am · Like · 2

Cecelia Aguilera Bassgasms all night long.....loves it!
August 2, 2011 at 3:02am · Like · 2

Jay Fickle I fucking love you Lorin. By the way..I'm seeing you on 6 different occasions this upcoming semester. Divergent spectrum is just incredibly, along with the rest of your music
August 2, 2011 at 3:06am · Like

Chris Ghosts Fucking sick so far Lorin!
August 2, 2011 at 3:10am · Like

Alex Herrera new version of Heads Up is the ( . Y . ) you know you love it.
August 2, 2011 at 3:11am · Like

Jacob Moon after thought is perfect....boomerang and the seth drake collab are favorites as well. big ups on this one
August 2, 2011 at 3:15am · Like

Dakota Gruber the matrix.... crazy
August 2, 2011 at 3:16am · Like

Chris Dekelver anyone else having problems getting their download?
August 2, 2011 at 3:17am · Like

Cody O'Brien Red Step is my favorite so far. The sub in my car wobbles like nothing i've ever heard with the change in low frequencies and then the song kicks off with unapologetic bass and that upbeat synth groove.
August 2, 2011 at 3:19am · Like

Jonathan Leffler Another phase into the ongoing pursuit towards perfection. Lorin's ability to capture the balance between the grinding edge of electronic innovation and holding onto the core roots of his amorphous musical journey is unmatched in both creativity and pure passion for what he believes in.